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Writing is one of the most essential leaning elements in language education. 
Researches show that raising students’ observation and memorization ability (the 
ability of obtaining writing materials) can improve their writing performance. On the 
other hand, public examination results over the past years had shown that students 
were weak on composing, especially on descriptive writing. Under this hypothesis, 
this study attempts to explore the use of “Detailed Describing” and  “Portrait 
Memorizing” strategies to improve the effectiveness of junior secondary students’ 
object descriptive writing composition.  
  
This study will employ the action and quasi-experimental research methodologies.  
By using “Detailed Describing” and  “Portrait Memorizing” strategies in Chinese 
writing lessons of a S. 1 class with 29 students, the effect of the strategies on students’ 
writing composition is investigated. The research examines the outcomes by one set 
of pre and post wiring tests, post student questionnaires, class observations and 
interviews with individual students. 
 
The study findings support that teaching students “Detailed Describing” and  
“Portrait Memorizing” strategies is effective to improve students’ ability of obtaining 
writing materials, thus raising their object descriptive wiring ability. Among the four 
writing items, students have remarkable improvements in the “descriptive content” 
part. Different wiring ability group of students, especially the medium and lower 
groups get better performance in their object descriptive composition. Hence, it is 
practicable for Hong Kong students and teachers to understand the importance of 
“Detailed Describing” and  “Portrait Memorizing” strategies, which in turn improves 
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